
 

RADIUS is 18 years old!  John laid out a vision for multiplication in some very specific ways over the next 
three years. They are: 

_______ X2.  Each RADIUS partner making at least one__________ over the next three years.


G______ X2. doubling the number of ____________________ in the next three years.


Ch________ X2 doubling the number of ______________ in the next three years by planting _____________.


G__________ X2 doubling our ___________________ in the next three years.


Which part of this vision resonates with you the most?  Which part makes you uneasy?

How does this vision challenge your ideas of discipleship, small groups? Church planting and giving?


John mentions four pillars of truth found in Genesis 1 and 2.   
Read Genesis 1 and 2 and highlight or underline where you see these four pillars: 
1) God created.

Gen. 1: verses _____________________________________

How does your belief and trust in this pillar affect how you live your life?


2) “Imago Dei”- humans are made in the image of God.

Gen 1: verse ________

How does seeing yourself and all mankind as “image bearers” of God change your view of yourself?  Your 
neighbor?  Where do you see culture coming against this truth?


3) Marriage is between one man and one woman for their lifetime. 
Gen. 1: _________ Gen. 2: _______ 
How do you see culture coming against this truth? How does marriage hint at the story of God’s own character?


4) Human beings are male and female 
Gen. 1: _______ 
Why might it take a decision to trust that God is good and is in authority over His creation, to believe human 
beings are created distinctly and solely male and female?  What is unique about cultural challenges to this truth?


When we encounter challenges to these four pillars, we can tend to either be too self righteous/angry or 
too passive/“nice”. 
Describe some characteristics of a Christian who is self righteous/angry


Describe some characteristics of a Christian who is passive/“nice”


Which tendency do you operate in?


